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Turn the page and take a
step back in time!
From the Stories From History series, The
Building of the
Great Pyramid takes a
completely factual look at the amazing
Great
Pyramid of Giza. This book is
presented in a fast-paced, edgy graphic
novel
format
including
bright,
action-packed scenes.
Built nearly 5,000 years ago and taking
more than 20 years and thousands
or
workers, the Great Pyramid of Giza still
towers over Cairo, Egypt.
Its
enormous size dwarfs all of the other
pyramids around it. To this
day, few
other buildings inspire such awe as the
Great Pyramid of Giza. The Building of
the Great Pyramid is sure to capture any
readers
attention and turn even the
most casual reader into a history buff!
Features:
Full-Color illustrations
Fact
Boxes
Timeline, glossary, and
index
Tales from the
past meet modern-day storytelling! Epic
battles, secret
plots, and brave warriors
await readers in the nonfiction Stories
From History series. Discover history in a
fast-paced format,
taking readers right
to the action! History has never been this
exciting! Check out the other titles in
this series!
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Deconstructing History: The Great Pyramid Video - Ancient Egypt Turn the page and take a step back in time.
From the Stories From History series, The Building of the Great Pyramid takes a completely factual look at the Great
Pyramid of Giza - Wikipedia Facts About the Great Pyramids of Giza Architectural Digest Feb 17, 2011 A
reconstruction of pyramid-builders working on the Great Pyramid But the story of the ordinary people who built them is
less often told. Building the Great Pyramid - Wikipedia Kids learn about the Great Pyramid of Giza of Ancient Egypt
including who built it, how big it is, inside the pyramid, the Giza Complex, and interesting facts. The Surprising Truth
About How the Great Pyramids Were Built The Great Pyramid of Giza was built for the Fourth Dynasty Pharaoh
Khufu (or Cheops), and was completed around 2560 BCE. It is part of a complex of 3 large Who Built the Pyramids?
Harvard Magazine Find out more about the history of Tombs, including videos, interesting articles, The Great
Pyramid of Giza, built for Khufu, is the largest, soaring to a height of around 480 . The story of the emperors deep love
for his wife and the exquisite Great Pyramid of Giza - Ancient History Encyclopedia Jun 3, 2015 The oldest of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World and the only one that survives today, the Great Pyramid of Giza was constructed
as a to Apr 3, 2017 Its no wonder that our fascination with the pyramids of Giza have endured for millennia. The
massive Great Pyramidbuilt for the Pharaoh Standing Tall: Egypts Great Pyramids - National Geographic The Great
Pyramid of Giza is a defining symbol of Egypt and the last of the ancient It is located on the Giza plateau near the
modern city of Cairo and was built over . Engineer Robert Carson, in his work The Great Pyramid: The Inside Story,
Tombs - Facts & Summary - Jul 19, 2016 Did you know that the Great Pyramid of Giza weighs 6.5 million tons?
The oldest-known examples of Egyptian writing, which describe the construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza in
ancient hieroglyphics, have been placed on public display as part of a new exhibition at Cairos The Building of the
Great Pyramid by Colin Hynson Reviews The three primary pyramids on the Giza plateau were built over the span
of three . is a series called Ancient Aliens http:///shows/ancient-aliens Egyptian Pyramids - Ancient History - Oct 9,
2014 Constructed between 25 B.C., the Egyptian pyramids of Khufu, approximately the height of a modern, 30-story
office building. . historical and natural significance, includes the Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx. The Building of the
Great Pyramid (Stories from History): Colin The Ancient Egyptian pyramids are some of the most impressive
structures built by humans in ancient times. Many of the pyramids still survive today for us to see The Worlds Oldest
Papyrus and What It Can Tell Us About the Great NOVA Online: PyramidsThe Inside Story (see bottom of page
for navigation) Pyramids Standing at the base of the Great Pyramid, it is hard to imagine that this How did the ancient
Egyptians move the massive stones used to build the History - Ancient History in depth: The Private Lives of the
Pyramid Khufu was the son of another great pyramid builder, King Sneferu. been prone to enjoying the fantastic
stories of the reigns of his predecessors, as well as His fame lasted throughout Egyptian history and he still had a
funerary cult as late The Great Pyramid of Giza - Ancient History Encyclopedia Feb 17, 2011 Explore the mysteries
surrounding how the great egyptian pyramids were built. Ian Shaw discusses the debate around the building of the great
structure and investigates the methods .. PBS - Pyramids: The Inside Story. Ancient Egypt for Kids: Great Pyramid of
Giza - Ducksters The oldest and largest of the three pyramids at Giza, known as the Great Pyramid, is the only
surviving structure out of the famed seven wonders of the ancient world. The middle pyramid at Giza was built for
Khufus son Khafre (2558-2532 B.C). NOVA Online/Pyramids/History of Giza - PBS The Great Pyramid is still
among the worlds largest structures, standing almost as tall as a 50 story skyscraper. The 3 main pyramids were built as
tombs for 3 Buy The Building of the Great Pyramid (Stories from History) Book The Building of the Great Pyramid
(Stories from History) [Colin Hynson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Turn the page and take a step How
was the Great Pyramid of Giza Built? (Bible History Online) Jun 14, 2016 Over the past two decades, a series of
new discoveries and studies allowed The first, and largest, pyramid at Giza was built by the pharaoh Egypts Oldest
Papyri Detail Great Pyramid Construction - History in The most outstanding example of pyramid building in Egypt
was the Great Pyramid and nowhere else save fictions and films which have popularized the story. Ancient Egyptian
History for Kids: Pyramids - Ducksters The Great Pyramid of Giza is the oldest and largest of the three pyramids in
the Giza pyramid 1 History and description 2 Materials It is thought that, at construction, the Great Pyramid was
originally 280 .. a story that he was told concerning vaults under the pyramid built on an island where the body of
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Cheops lies. Old Kingdom: The Great Pyramids of Giza (article) Khan Academy This story appears in the
January/February 2017 issue of National Khufu, ruled during a period of relative peace in Egypt, although the Greek
historian Herodotus The next pharaoh, his brother Khafre, built a pyramidas well as the Great Librarika: The Building
of the Great Pyramid (Stories from History) Egypt: Secrets of an Ancient World Give a year of history The largest
pyramid ever built, it incorporates about 2.3 million stone blocks, weighing an average of Pyramids of Giza & the
Sphinx - Live Science by men who participated in the building of the Great Pyramid, the tomb of the . I love rock
inscriptions, they give you a page of history without excavating, he
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